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a b s t r a c t

This paper proposes a wind-solar hybrid generation scheme, along with an improved control strategy for
grid connected wind energy conversion system (WECS) considering parameter uncertainty. In the pro-
posed scheme, a photo voltaic (PV) supplemented rotor power management scheme (RPMS) has been
developed for doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) with stator connected to grid. The topology of
RPMS is implemented in isolation with the grid during entire period of DFIG operation. The proposed
scheme ensures an increased output power delivered to the grid during low wind speeds. The DFIG con-
trol scheme require accurate information for the rotor position and speed at all operating conditions,
which is estimated in the proposed method without any significant dependency on machine parameters.
The control strategy proposed in this paper is implemented with a 2.5 kW DFIG using dSPACE DS1104
module with PC interface, which produced satisfactory results.

� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

The wind energy shares a considerable segment amongst all the
generations in the world energy scenario. At present doubly fed
induction generators with suitable control scheme, provides a
low cost alternative with high dynamic performance for power
ranges from kW to MW for the purpose of wind energy conversion.
The precise control of DFIG requires accurate information of rotor
position angle and rotor speed. The rotor speed sensorless option
for the control of DFIGs are more preferred due to its improved
reliability, lower capital cost investment and lower maintenance.
Moreover mounting of speed sensors require additional space
which may not be available in some of the systems. The dual con-
verter based controllers with sensorless estimation of rotor speed
and position has been widely addressed [1–16,18–21]. The earlier
control schemes are complex to coordinate and incapable to main-
tain the grid connectivity of DFIG at low wind speeds. Also the ear-
lier proposed rotor speed and position estimation algorithms [1–5]
are based on open loop methods, where the estimation is imple-
mented with the use of differentiators. This can introduce error
due to noise in the input signals for computation of rotor speed
and position. Similar type of controller with MRAS based rotor
speed and position algorithms are proposed in [6–10]. But these
are directly sensitive to magnetizing inductance variations which
affects the stability and reliability of the controller. The control
algorithm proposed in [11] suffers from problems associated with
integration at low frequency for the rotor side variables around
synchronous speed. The rotor speed and position estimation tech-
niques presented in [12–16] are based on hysteresis controllers
where the adjustable model parameter is directly sensitive to the
machine magnetizing inductance. A current based direct power
control strategy for DFIG has been proposed in [18]. The dual con-
verter based controllers are proposed in [19–21] under various grid
disturbances. Almost all of the already proposed controllers are
derived in such a way that the rotor side converter (RSC) of the
machine is fed from another converter connected to grid known
as grid side converter (GSC). Thus, the grid disturbances can
directly affect the control of both these converters and thereby
reducing grid connectivity options under these situations. More-
over, none of these techniques address the problem of grid connec-
tivity improvement options under low wind speeds situations.

In this paper a novel wind-solar hybrid power generation
scheme for grid connected DFIG has been developed considering
improved connectivity option in the subsynchronous range. The
continuity of supply to grid during low wind speed conditions with
enhanced output power is the major advantage of the proposed
scheme. The proposed scheme is implemented with only rotor side
converter, thus RSC controller is working in isolation with the grid.
The dc power input to the controller is provided from a PV panel
along with storage battery of appropriate size. The PV panel
supplements the rotor power during low wind speeds to generate
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Nomenclature

ksas; k
s
bs a–b axis components of stator flux in stationary

reference frame
vs
as;v s

bs a–b axis components of stator voltages in stationary
reference frame

isas; i
s
bs a–b axis components of stator currents in stationary

reference frame
isar ; i

s
br a–b axis components of rotor current transformed into

stator reference frame
irar ; i

r
br a–b axis components of measured rotor currents in

rotor reference frame
Lm; Ls; Lls; Llr magnetizing, stator self, stator leakage and rotor

leakage inductances of DFIG
Rs stator resistance

Te; p electromagnetic torque, number of poles
xe, xr angular velocity of stator magnetizing flux, rotational

speed of rotor
hr rotor position angle
rs stator leakage factor
Kp;Ki proportional constant and Integral constants of

PI-controller
ss time constant of the delay introduced by sampling
xo electrical frequency of the machine

Subscripts
r; sð Þ rotor or stator quantities
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constant output power to be fed to the grid. The proposed control
algorithm needs correct information regarding rotor speed and
position for stability and reliability of the system. The proposed
method, effectively estimates the said quantities under variable
wind speed condition including near synchronous speed. The esti-
mation process is almost independent of machine parameter vari-
ations. The proposed model for rotor position and speed estimation
is stable under all loading conditions while catching the actual
value of rotor speed including starting on fly. The method is simple
and can be easily implemented for practical applications.
Architecture of the proposed controller

The schematic of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 1. The
rotor power is controlled by a rotor side converter only, replacing
the widely used dual converter scheme connected to grid. A
suitable PV module assists the rotor power management system
(RPMS) to maintain a constant voltage across dc-link capacitor
(Cd). The diode connected in series with the solar panel protects
the PV module from voltage surges and prevents reverse current
flow during low irradiation periods.

The dc-bus voltage ðVdcÞ is compared with the reference dc volt-
age ðV�

dcÞ and the error signal is fed to a hysteresis controller which
generates switching pulses for the IGBT based dc chopper circuit
with help of a suitable pulse driver circuit. When Vdc > V�

dc , the
IGBT2 charges the battery2 for future usage and the excess energy
after charging can be dumped to another auxiliary load through a
switch shown in Fig. 1. The selection of capacitor and battery can
be flexible as it is based on the local wind profile. When both wind
and solar power is not available, the stored energy in battery2 can
be utilized to provide rotor power through IGBT3.

The proposed system shown in Fig. 1 can operate in the follow-
ing modes.

Mode 1: Wind power is low (subsynchronous rotor speed) and
solar power is sufficient.

In this mode, the rotor power needed is supplied directly from
solar panel. If the requirement of rotor power P2 is more than solar
energy generated, battery1 can supply the balance power. If solar
energy generated is more than rotor power P2 needed, the excess
power will stored in battery1 and then in battery2.

Mode 2: Both wind and solar powers are low.
In this mode, the rotor power P2 needed is supplied from

battery1 and battery2.
Mode 3: Wind power is large and solar power is low.
In this mode, the rotor goes to supersynchronous region and

rotor power P2 will be extracted from the rotor. This power is
directly stored both in battery1 and battery2.
Mode 4: Both wind power and solar power are high.
In this case, both the rotor power and solar power gets stored in

battery1 and battey2. If the generated power is large, the dc-bus
voltage will rise which enable the switch SW shown in Fig. 1 to
connect to auxiliary load to utilize the excess power.

a. Generation of reference signals.
The DFIG generates power at constant voltage and constant fre-

quency at the stator terminals irrespective of the shaft speed. In
the proposed scheme, a stator flux oriented control strategy has
been adopted for this purpose. For stator flux orientation with sta-
tor flux ks oriented along synchronously rotating d-axis, ks ¼ kds,
thus kqs ¼ 0. Where, kds; kqs are the d–q components of the stator
flux in synchronous reference frame.

The stator flux can be expressed as [22],

kds
kqs

� �
¼ Ls

ids
iqs

� �
þ Lm

idr
iqr

� �
ð1Þ

Where, ids; iqs and idr; iqr are the d–q stator and rotor currents in syn-
chronous reference frame. Therefore, reference value of rotor cur-
rents ði�dr; i�qrÞ in synchronous reference frame can be computed
using (1) as,

i�qr ¼ � Ls=Lmð Þiqs; i�dr ¼ 1=Lmð Þkds � ðLs=LmÞids ð2Þ
The rotor voltage equations in synchronous reference frame is

given by [23],

vdr

vqr

� �
¼ Rr

idr
iqr

� �
þ d=dtð Þ kdr

kqr

� �
þxslip

�kqr
kdr

� �
ð3Þ

The d–q axis rotor voltage references ðV�
dr;V

�
qrÞ can be expressed

with the stator flux orientation of d-axis utilizing (1) and (3) as,

V�
dr ¼ V 0

dr � xslip

� �
rLriqr ð4Þ

V�
qr ¼ V 0

qr þ xslip
� �

L2m=Ls
� �

ims þ rLridr
� �

ð5Þ

Where xslip is the slip speed, r ¼ 1� L2m
LsLr

� �
is the leakage factor, ims

is the magnetizing current and V 0
dr;V

0
qr are the control outputs of PI

controllers PI_1 and PI_2 respectively as shown in Fig. 1. The PI
controller outputs V 0

dr;V
0
qr are used to generate rotor d–q axes

voltage reference using (4) and (5).
The control of rotor-side PWM converter requires the measure-

ment of the stator voltage and current and rotor current.
b. Power flow.
The DFIG power flow diagram is shown in Fig. 2a for existing

conventional scheme of rotor side converter connected to
grid and in Fig. 2b for the proposed scheme. Different power

 



Fig. 1. Proposed scheme of the wind energy conversion system.
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components of the generator that are indicated in Figs. 2b and 2c
are Pg , P2 and Pout . The rotor power is represented as P2 and the
air gap power crossing the rotor is indicated by Pg . The net output
power, which is fed to the grid is represented as Pout which is equal
to Pg for the proposed scheme when all stator losses are neglected.
With ‘s’ signify the generator slip, the rotor side power relationship
can be expressed as,

sPg ¼ P2 þ Pcur ð6Þ
where Pcur is the rotor cupper loss. For subsynchronous operation,
which is of present interest, the slip s > 0. Again for generator
action Pg will be always negative and thus Pg < 0. Therefore,
sPg < 0. Again from (6), when sPg < 0; P2 þ Pcur < 0. As Pcur is always
positive, it can be concluded that P2 < 0. Indicating the shaft
mechanical power input for the DFIG as Pm, the relationship
between Pm and Pg can be expressed as,

Pm ¼ Pg 1� sð Þ ð7Þ
Therefore, from (6) and (7),

Pg ¼ Pm þ P2 þ Pcur ð8Þ
Thus from (8) with Pm and Pg negative for generator operation

and P2 negative in sub-synchronous region, Pg

�� �� > P2j j. Hence it
can be concluded that available electrical power at stator terminals
ðPgÞ will be always greater than the electrical injected power ðP2Þ
at the rotor side.

For the given machine with specifications shown in Appendix A,
experiments were conducted at the sub-synchronous region with
varying the rotor speed between 1350 rpm to 450 rpm. The rotor
injected power P2 is measured at the dc-bus as P2 ¼ Vdc:idc . The

 



Fig. 2c. Power distribution of the proposed and existing conventional schemes.
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generated electrical power at stator terminals is measured as
Pg ¼ Vs

as:i
s
as þ Vs

bs:i
s
bs in the stationary reference frame. Here both

the rotor side inverter losses and stator copper and core losses
are neglected for simplicity. The mechanical shaft power input is
calculated using the formula Pm ¼ Pg � P2 as obtained from (8)
after neglecting rotor copper losses. For each rotor speed, the cor-
responding Pg , P2 and Pm are calculated. Then these powers are
plotted as a function of slip as shown in Fig. 2c. From Fig. 2c, it
can be observed that the injected rotor power steadily increases
at increasing slip due to low shaft power input. The net output
power for the conventional scheme is obtained by subtracting
the rotor injected power P2 from the power output Pg at the stator
side. It can be also observed that, for the proposed scheme, the net
output power at the stator is always more than the rotor injected
power taken from PV panel for any slip conditions. The same is
in corroboration with the expression derived in (8). Ideally at unity
slip condition, when the mechanical injected power is zero, the
rotor injected power taken from PV panel will equal the stator
power considering no losses in the machine.

Comparing the proposed scheme with a classical topology of
wind-solar hybrid generation as shown in Fig. 2d, where wind
power generation and solar power generation is considered as
two individual operators, the following advantages of the proposed
scheme can be outlined.

� Unlike the proposed scheme, the alternate topology shown in
Fig. 2d, suffers from complications of having another two con-
verters i.e. grid side converter (GSC) and the inverter trans-
former unit connected to solar PV system. This will increase
the overall cost of the system. This can also result in additional
losses ranging up to 3–4% of the total output. Thus the overall
efficiency of the proposed scheme can be higher by 3–4% com-
pared to the alternate topology shown in Fig. 2d. Moreover, the
control of these additional converters depends on the grid con-
ditions like voltage unbalance, voltage swell or sag etc.

� The proposed scheme can be a more versatile option in compar-
ison with the topology shown in Fig. 2d when grid isolated
operation is considered.

Rotor position and speed estimation model

The proposed scheme accurately estimates the rotor position
and speed required for precision control without any significant
dependency on machine parameters at all operating condition.
The reference model has been developed based on the measured
values of the stator inputs in stationary reference frame as shown
in Fig. 3, whereas the adjustable model torque requires the mea-
sured stator inputs and the rotor current transformed to the sta-
tionary reference frame using rotor position angle.

The reference model torque ðT�
eÞ in the stationary reference

frame can be expressed as,

T�
e ¼ 3p=2ð Þ ksasi

s
bs � ksbsi

s
as

� �
¼ K1 ksasi

s
bs � ksbsi

s
as

� �
ð9Þ

where, ‘p’ is the number of poles, K1 ¼ 3p=2ð Þ is a constant and
superscript ‘s’ denotes that the variables are in stationary reference
frame. With vs

as;v s
bs being the measured values of stator voltages in

stationary as� bsð Þ reference frame, the equations for stator flux
linkages ksas; k

s
bs can be expressed as,

ksas ¼
Z

v s
as � Rsi

s
as

� �
dt ð10Þ

ksbs ¼
Z

vs
bs � Rsi

s
bs

� �
dt ð11Þ

From (9)–(11) it can be observed that, T�
e is independent of Lm

and is computed from measured quantities. The relationship
between rotor current in stationary and rotor reference frame
can be written as,

isar
isbr

" #
¼ cos hr � sin hr

sin hr cos hr

� �
irar
irbr

" #
ð12Þ

Thus, the measured rotor currents in rotor reference frame can
be transformed to stator reference frame when the position of the
rotor axis hr with respect to stationary as axis is known.

The stator flux also can be determined using stator and rotor
currents as,

ksas
ksbs

" #
¼ Ls

isas
isbs

" #
þ Lm

isar
isbr

" #
ð13Þ

Again, from stator flux Eq. (13),

isas
isbs

" #
¼ 1

Ls

ksas
ksbs

" #
� Lm

Ls

isar
isbr

" #
ð14Þ

Substituting isas; i
s
bs from (14) in (9), the adjustable model torque

can be expressed as,
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bT e ¼ �Lm=Lsð ÞK1 ksasi
s
br � ksbsi

s
ar

� �
ð15Þ

Substituting Lm ¼ 1� rsð ÞLs in (15),

bT e ¼ �K1ð Þ 1� rsð Þ ksasi
s
br � ksbsi

s
ar

� �
ð16Þ

where rs ¼ Lls=Ls, is the stator leakage factor.
Expression (16) gives adjustable model torque as a function of

stator flux, rotor current in stationary reference frame. As rs is very
close to zero and hence little variations with Lm , the adjustable

model torque bTe in (16) is almost insensitive to the variation in
magnetizing inductance Lm of DFIG throughout the operation,
unlike the existing techniques [6–16]. The influence of Rs in the
stator flux computation is not significant, as the resistive voltage
drops in (10) and (11) are negligible in practice under rated stator
voltage. The implementation of the proposed MRAS is shown in
Fig. 4. Thus using (9) and (16), when the rotor position hr is incor-

rect, an error n can be generated comparing T�
e and bTe.

Thus the error n is expressed as,

n ¼ T�
e � bT e ð17Þ

The error n calculated using (17) is driven to zero through an
adjustable mechanism designed by a PI controller. The output of
adjustable mechanism is the estimated rotor speed which is inte-
grated for rotor position hr and is used for demodulation of rotor
currents isar ; i

s
br .

a. Machine parameter sensitivity.
The parameter sensitivity of the algorithm for rotor speed and

position estimation is analyzed and validated. It is evident that
error in Lm leads to incorrect computation of adjustable model tor-
que. Therefore variation in Lm will lead to error in the rotor position
estimation. Referring to the Fig. 3;

h2 ¼ tan�1 irbr=i
r
ar

� �
; h1 ¼ tan�1 isbr=i

s
ar

� �
ð18Þ

Since, irar and irbr are the measured values of rotor current in
rotor reference frame; the angle h2 remains unaffected from
machine parameter variations. The angle h1 of rotor current phasor
with respect to stationary as axis. The estimation of h1 can be erro-
neous if computation of isar; i

s
br or the estimation of rotor position is

incorrect. Stator voltage components in the stationary reference
frame can be expressed as;

vs
as ¼ Rsi

s
as þ dksas=dt

� �
; v s

bs ¼ Rsi
s
bs þ dksbs=dt

� �
ð19Þ

Aligning d-axis with stator flux in the synchronous rotating
frame, the components of the stator flux in the stator stationary
reference frame can expressed as;

ksas ¼ ksj j cos c; ksbs ¼ ksj j sin c ð20Þ
where, ‘c’ is a function of time and dc=dt ¼ xe. Where, xe is
expressed in rad./sec. From (20)

dksas=dt¼ d ksj j=dt½ �cosc�ksbs:xe; dksbs=dt¼ d ksj j=dt½ �sincþksas:xe

ð21Þ
Under constant stator flux operation, d ksj j=dt can be neglected

in (21) and therefore from (19),

vs
as ¼ Rsi

s
as �xek

s
bs ¼ Rsi

s
as �xe Lsi

s
bs þ Lmi

s
br

� �
ð22Þ

vs
bs ¼ Rsi

s
bs þxek

s
as ¼ Rsi

s
bs þxe Lsi

s
as þ Lmi

s
ar

� � ð23Þ

From (22), isbr and from (23), isar , can be expressed as,

isar ¼ v s
bs � Rsð Þisbs �xeLsi

s
as

� �
=xeLm ð24Þ

isbr ¼ �vs
as � Rsð Þisas �xeLsi

s
bs

� �
=xeLm ð25Þ

To test sensitivity of Rs, let the change in Rs is DRs so that new
stator resistance is Rs þ DRs. This can affect the estimation ofĥr ,
which in turn gives erroneous of isar ; i

s
br . Considering the value of

new rotor currents to be isar þ Disar
� �

and isbr þ Disbr
� �

, (24) and

(25) can be rewritten as,

isar þ Disar ¼ v s
bs � Rs þ DRsð Þisbs �xeLsi

s
as

� �
=xeLm ð26Þ

isbr þ Disbr ¼ �v s
as � Rs þ DRsð Þisas �xeLsi

s
bs

� �
=xeLm ð27Þ

Subtracting (24) from (26),

Disar ¼ �DRsð Þ= xeLmð Þ½ �isbs ð28Þ
Similarly from (25) and (27),

Disbr ¼ DRsð Þ= xeLmð Þ½ �isas ð29Þ
In (28) and (29), DRs � xeLm at rated stator frequency and

therefore Disar and Disbr are very small. The new angle h1 will be;
 



Fig. 4. Basic structure of the proposed estimator.
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h1 ¼ tan�1 ðisbr þ DisbrÞ=ðisar þ DisarÞ
h i

� tan�1 isbr=i
s
ar

h i
ð30Þ

Considering (18) and (30), it is observed that the effect of Rs

variation on rotor position estimation is insignificant for the pro-
posed technique. The simulated variation of n and position error
are shown in Figs. 5a and 5b respectively and change in n and esti-
mated rotor position is negligible against +50% variations in Rs.

For most of the existing techniques, the adjustable variables
used for rotor position estimation are rotor current, stator flux or
rotor flux. These adjustable variables can be expressed as,

i. Rotor current, îr ¼ ks�Lsis
Lm

e�jĥr ,

ii. Stator flux, k̂s ¼ Ls is þ Lm
Ls

� �
ir and,

iii. Rotor flux k̂r ¼ Lr ir þ Lm
Lr

� �
is.

From the above equations, the adjustable variables are directly
sensitive Lm variations. The direct sensitivity of the adjustable
variables with Lm will considerably affect the performance of the
DFIG controller as the same usually varied during DFIG operation.

In proposed control scheme, the adjustable variable bTe seen from
(16) is very weakly coupled to Lm. From (16), the term directly
related with Lm is 1� rsð Þ. For a any variation DLm, the new mag-
netizing inductance is given by Lm þ DLmð Þ. Therefore, 1� rsð Þ
can modified as,

1� rs þ Drsð Þð Þ ¼ Lm þ DLmð Þ
Lm þ DLm þ Llsð Þ ¼

1þ DLm
Lm

� �
1þ DLmþLls

Lm

� � ð31Þ

It is observed that the maximum variations of 1� rsð Þ are
+1.23% and �1.2% for Lm deviations of +50% and �50%. If Lm
changes, torque will change. However, the change in the adjustable

variable bTe in the proposed scheme is negligible which provides
more accurate estimation of rotor position which improves the
subsequent controller actions.

For a Lm variation of �50%, the variations in position error are
shown in Fig. 6 and found almost negligible. The variation of leak-
age inductance is not considered in the present scheme which can
also affect rs variation. For more precise calculation, the variation
of leakage inductance with the stator flux can be obtained as
shown [17] during commissioning phase and can be utilized for
online applications.

The proposed torque based MRAS estimator for computation of
rotor position is compared with already known MRAS techniques
with different adjustable variables for the Lm variation between
�50% to +50%. In Fig. 7, the rotor position angle errors for the Lm
variation between �50% to +50% for various MRAS techniques
including the proposed method are shown. It is observed that the
proposed technique is superior with reduced sensitivity to Lm.
b. Stability analysis of the rotor speed and position
estimator.

Stability of the system is analyzed when PI controller is used for
stator reference frame.

Assuming, rs � 0, (16) can be written as,

bT e ¼ �K1ð Þ ksasi
s
br � ksbsi

s
ar

� �
¼ �K1ð Þ ks 	 Ir½ � ð32Þ

With l as the space angle between ks and Ir ,bT e ¼ �K1ð Þ ksIr sinðlÞ½ � ð33Þ
Assuming a disturbance of Dhr in estimation of rotor position hr ,

the new space position angle between ks and Ir will be lþ Dhr . This

will modify the estimated torque bTe to bTe þ DbTe.
From (33),
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bT e þ DbTe ¼ �K1ð Þ ksIr sinðlþ DhrÞ½ �
¼ �K1ð ÞksIr sinl: cosðDhrÞ þ cosl: sinðDhrÞ½ � ð34Þ

For Dhr to be small,

bT e þ DbTe ¼ �K1ð ÞksIr sinlþ Dhr : cosl½ � ð35Þ

The difference between (35) and (33) can be expressed as,

DbT e ¼ �K1ð ÞksIr cosl½ �Dhr ð36Þ
The small-signal model for stability analysis is as shown in

Fig. 8. From the transfer function of the PI-controller, the variable
Ti has been defined as Ti ¼ Kp=Ki. The delay introduced by sam-
pling is represented by a first order system with ss as the time con-
stant of the delay introduced by sampling.

Therefore from Fig. 8,

n ¼ K1ksIr cosl½ �Dhr ð37Þ
For the determination of PI controller parameters, symmetrical

optimum control method is adopted [14,24]. The value of the Kp

and Ti are selected such that the Bode magnitude and phase plot
of open loop transfer function of the system shown in Fig. 8 are
symmetrical about the gain crossover frequency xc , which is the
geometric mean of the corner frequencies 1=ssð Þ and 1=Tið Þ of the
open loop transfer function. Maximum phase margin can be
ensured through symmetrical optimum method. This property is
significant for the systems that have delays since the systems reac-
tion to the change is retarded. Maximization of phase margin for a
given bandwidth is desired due to system tolerance to more delays.
With a normalized factor ‘a’, xc ¼ 1=ass , Ti ¼ a2ss;Kp ¼ 1=ax0ss.
In order to achieve stability, disturbance rejection and proper
damping in the system, the parameter ‘a’ must be appropriately
selected. From Fig. 8, the characteristic equation is given by;

TissS3 þ TiS
2 þ �K1ksIrKpx0Ti cosl

� �
Sþ �K1ksIrKpx0 cosl

� � ¼ 0

ð38Þ
The array of coefficients of the characteristic equation in (38)

can be expressed as;

S3 Tiss �K1ksIrKpx0Ti cosl
S2 Ti �K1ksIrKpx0 cosl
S1 �K1 Ti � ssð ÞksIrKpx0cosl 0

S0 �K1ksIrKpx0cosl 0

Applying Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion with a constraint;
Ir – 0;Vs– 0, the condition for stability is;

�K1 Ti � ssð ÞksIrKpx0cosl > 0 ð39Þ

�K1ksIrKpx0cosl > 0 ð40Þ
To comply the stability criterion, from (39) and (40);

Kp cosl < 0; Ti � ss > 0. As Kp > 0; cosl < 0 for Ir positive and
cosl > 0 for Ir negative with Ti � ss > 0. Here, l varies within
the specified range for rotor speed from subsynchronous to super-
synchronous including synchronous speed at all loads. For the sta-
bility condition Ti � ss > 0; Ti > ss. As Ti ¼ a2ss, the normalized
factor a > 1 for Ti > ss [24].

The damping ratio; d can be expressed as;

d ¼ a� 1ð Þ=2 ð41Þ

Damping of the system depends on the choice of ‘a’. Moreover
the value of d could be 1 for critical damping and therefore, for
d ¼ 1 the value of a = 3. For the case of under damped system,
assuming d ¼ 0:707, the value of ‘a’ can be obtained from (41) as
a ¼ 2:41. Thus properly adjusting ‘a’, the system damping or band-
width can be selected. For the present experiment, with critically
damped system, d ¼ 1 is taken for which a ¼ 3 from (41). By
changing the value of ‘a’, the system damping or band width can
be adjusted as required [14].
Selection of optimized rotor power storage capacity

For calculation of battery storage capacity both the wind and
solar energies are taken into consideration. The average availability
of solar power is assumed to be between 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. as shown
in Fig. 9. The capacity of solar unit is so considered that it can deli-
ver power both to DFIG rotor and for battery charging during day
time and low wind speed situations. Considering the maximum
slip up to 0.5 and average slip of 0.3 for the 2.5 kW generator both
in subsynchronous and supersynchronous region, an average value
of 0.75 kW of electrical power exchange will occur at the rotor ter-
minals of the generator. Therefore, a 1.5 kW capacity of solar unit is
considered to cope up the situation of both the charging of the bat-
tery and supplementing power to DFIG rotor during subsyn-
chronous operation. The same will result in a battery capacity of
50Ah considering an average battery voltage of 144 V when the
charge–discharge cycle given in Fig. 9 is considered. However,
the design of solar unit and capacity of battery can be modified
for different locations and considering different operation cycles.

Based on the cycle considered in Fig. 9, the overall size and cost
of the proposed scheme can be calculated as,

� Total generated power = 2.5 kW 
 24 h = 21,900 units/annum.
� Total AH of battery capacity required at battery voltage of
144 V = 50 Ah.

� The total cost of battery = $ 600 with 5 years of life.
� The cost of 1.5 kW solar panel @ $ 1/W = $ 1500 with 20 years of
life.

� The cost of 2.5 kW DFIG and wind turbine = $ 500 with 20 years
of life.

� The cost of converter with controller = $ 500 with 20 years of
life.

� Considering depreciation, interest of 10% and 2% maintenance
cost, total cost of generated energy per year = $ 617.

� Therefore, the unit cost of energy (COE) produced for the pro-
posed scheme = $ 617/21900 = $ 0.028, which is well below
the selling price $ 0.1/unit(approx.).
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Fig. 10. Schematic diagram for validation of the proposed controller.
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Fig. 11a. Transition of rotor speed in subsynchronous region.
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Fig. 11b. Nature a–b rotor current corresponding to Fig. 11a.
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Fig. 12b. Variation in rotor position corresponding to Fig. 12a near synchronous
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The same data input was provided for verification using soft-
ware tool HomerPro-3.2 and the unit cost of energy (COE) calcu-
lated through the software was $0:025 which justifies the
calculations provided.
Time (sec.) 

Fig. 12c. Variation of rotor voltage and current with time.

) 

Sin(θslip)Cos(θslip)
Experimental results

The proposed control scheme is implemented using a 2.5 kW,
wound rotor induction machine working as DFIG. A 3.5 kW,
1500 rpm, dc separately excited motor with necessary torque con-
trol arrangement is coupled to the induction machine can emulate
the wind turbine. A closed loop torque controller is used for the
Fig. 12a. Variation in estimated rotor speed during rotor transition from subsyn-
chronous to supersynchronous region with time.
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Fig. 12d. Variation in SinðhslipÞ and CosðhslipÞ with time.
separately excited dc machine incorporating the wind turbine
model. The shaft encoder gives the information regarding the
speed of the shaft for the control of the dc machine. The experi-
mental arrangement is shown in Fig. 10, where the measured
values of stator voltage, stator current and rotor currents are fed
to the controller as inputs. The stator and rotor currents sensed
through LEM make Hall effect sensors LTS25NP while the voltage
sensing is implemented through LEM make sensors CV3-1000.

 



Fig. 13a. Estimated rotor speed catch to the reference.
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Fig. 13b. Error associated in estimation of rotor position angle during speed tracing.
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A dSPACE DS1104 module with a PC interface is used for imple-
mentation of the experimental system.

Initially the machine was running at 1410 rpm with the help of
the dc motor drive system. Then the speed was slowly reduced to
1185 rpm in 1second. The estimated speed through the proposed
controller and the corresponding measured speed is shown in
Fig. 11a while the rotor currents, dc bus voltage and current and
the rotor voltages shown in Figs. 11b–11d respectively. It can be
observed from Fig. 11c, for the dc-link capacitor voltage is
maintained at 150 V during this period while dc-link current
increases with decrease of speed or increase of slip. It can be also
observed from Figs. 11b and 11d as the rotor injected power is to
increase at high slip, both the rotor current and voltage has
increased during this period.

Then in the next step, the rotor speed was increased from
1275 rpm to 1775 rpm in 4 s. The corresponding reading and esti-
mated speed are shown in Fig. 12a. The measured and estimated
rotor position at near synchronous speed are shown in Fig. 12b.
Ii can be observed Figs. 11 and 12 that the proposed controller
accurately estimates both the rotor position and speed during
the speed transient. Fig. 12c shows the variation of rotor voltage
and current when the rotor speed is crossing synchronous speed.
The rotor current ir and rotor voltage Vr are displaced in space
almost 175� in subsynchronous region while 5� in supersyn-
chronous region describing the reversal of rotor power. The
corresponding behavior of sin and cosine of slip angle which is
used for demodulating the rotor voltage and current signal is
shown in Fig. 12d.

Then to check the grid connection, the speed tracking operation
of the DFIG is performed with stator connected to utility grid and
the prime mover speed adjusted at 1500 rpm. Fig. 13a shows the
speed catching performance of the proposed scheme. It is observed
that the speed error reduces to zero within 2 s from the starting of
the rotor. The rotor position error varies between �180� during
this transition and is shown in Fig. 13b.

 

Conclusion

This paper describes a DFIG based wind-solar hybrid system as
energy conversion mechanism. The rotor power is fed from a PV
based converter system while the stator is directly connected to
grid. The rotor is also coupled with a wind turbine for wind energy
conversion purposes. One of the major advantages of the proposed
wind-solar hybrid scheme is the enhanced option for power gener-
ation during low wind speeds. The rating of the converter can be
selected based on the desired maximum operating slip. The pro-
posed scheme accurately calculates rotor speed and position
required for precision control without any significant dependency
on machine parameters at all operating condition. The proposed
control algorithm can also be extended successfully for grid iso-
lated operation of DFIG. The stability of the system over specified
speed range is verified through analytically and is found satisfac-
tory. The proposed method is simple and can be easily imple-
mented through any already available drive compatible processors.
Appendix A: Parameters of the DFIG

Stator voltage: 415 V, Y connected, Power: 2.5 kW, Poles: 4,
Rotor: 150 V, Y connected, Speed: 1500 rpm, Rs ¼ 0:4 X,
Rr ¼ 0:45 X, Lls ¼ 0:015 H, Llr ¼ 0:015 H, Lm ¼ 0:44 H.
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